ASSEMBLY CAPTAINS 2017

The Assembly Captains for 2017 are Olivia, Julia, Isabella, Annalise, Georgia, Domenic, Colin and James. Our team goal is to make sure all assemblies run smoothly.

As a team we will make sure that we:
★ That all assemblies run on time
★ Setup ‘Playgroup’ on Friday mornings
★ Raise and pack up our national flag
★ Make sure all microphones and sound systems are working
★ Make sure the Bounce Back raffle box and prize baskets are ready for Friday assemblies

Our Individual Goals for this year are:
• “To make sure everyone enjoys attending assemblies” - Olivia
• “To make sure everything is set up on time” - Annalise
• “To make sure that I’m on time when it comes to setting up assemblies” - James
• “To make sure everything runs smoothly” - Julia
• “To make sure everything is ready and organised” - Isabella
• “To make sure that Friday Assemblies are easy for the audience to view and hear” - Georgia
• “To make sure that nothing wrong happens during assemblies” - Domenic
• “To organise assemblies as a team and co-operate with each other” - Colin